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Spotlight
ProAmpac
ProAmpac, a leading global flexible packaging company, was formed from the
merger of Prolamina Corporation, Ampac Packaging, and Coating Excellence
International. The merger of these industry leaders allows ProAmpac to leverage
a wide range of adhesive lamination, rotogravure and flexographic printing; vast
premade pouch capabilities; and cost advantageous extrusion lamination and innovative packaging solutions.
ProAmpac provides unrivaled manufacturing scale and expertise, creative packaging solutions, industry-leading customer
commitment and award-winning innovation for the cheese and dairy markets.
PRO-FLEX Cheese Films
PRO-FLEX films are specifically designed
to address dairy processors demanding
applications for chunk, sliced, institutional
and retail shredded cheese. With increased
need for package durability and line speed
performance, PRO-FLEX films allow processors to remain laser focused on their
product while having the assurance that
our cheese films will meet their packaging
needs.
PRO-FLEX 1000
Retail Shred
Prolamina’s award winning HD flexographic printing will ensure that your
brand stands out on the shelf. We offer
easy open applications with in-house laser
scoring and re-sealable applications with
zippers.
PRO-FLEX 2000
Chunk & Sliced
Patent pending HFFS film for chunk and
sliced cheese is specifically designed for
high-speed applications and is suitable for
re-closable zipper applications. These films
have high abuse resistance that protects
the integrity of the cheese.
PRO-FLEX 5000
Bulk Shredded Cheese
PRO-FLEX food service VFFS film for 5,
10, and 15-pound shred cheese is an abuse
resistant packaging film for bulk shredded
cheese. This film has excellent hot tack
properties for high-speed applications.
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PRO-PEEL® and PRO-SEAL® Lidding
Prolamina’s lidding solutions: PRO-PEEL®
and PRO-SEAL® are foil and non-foil
based lidding solutions. Both offer medium to high barrier characteristics and
excellent sealability through potential contaminants. PRO-PEEL and PRO-SEAL are
offered in die-cut and rollstock forms.
The PRO-PEEL lidding solution has
consistent peel performance and one-piece
removal. It also features our proprietary
sealant technology that is compatible with
PP, PS, CPET and HDPE container stock.
PRO-SEAL offers customers a dependable and permanent seal custom designed
for specific applications. ProAmpac produces lidstock for various applications
and can accommodate customers’ unique
packaging requirements.

PRO-POUCH® Pouch Solutions
ProAmpac offers innovative pouch solutions with their PRO-POUCH® products
that include fitments, closures, custom
shapes and sizes. These spouts and closures are engineered to allow for spill
control, convenience, enhanced consumer
experience, and food safety.
ProAmpac’s manufacturing centers of
excellence are IMS certified and offer adhesive lamination capability in addition
to extrusion-laminated PRO products.
Access to both technologies enables ProAmpac to specify ideal laminations for
retort, hot fill, HPP, or aseptic processing.
Further, ProAmpac’s laminations are engineered for optimum performance on Ultra
Clean / 3A form, fill, seal machines.
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